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The second edition of Assessment and Treatment of Articulation and Phonological Disorders in

Children provides review materials for the graduate student while offering continuity and integration

for the undergraduate. All theories and technical terms are presented in an easy-to-understand

approach. Resource Manual: This accompanying three-part text, designed for professionals, covers

clinically practical materials designed to make professional life a bit easier. CD-Rom: The practical

information included in the Resource Manual is also available in digital format, fully modifiable,

printable, and copyright permissible.
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I used this text as an undergraduate, and later when teaching the Phonological and Articulation

Disorders course as a TA, so I have gotten to know it well.Strengths:- Information on structural

anomalies and their impact on articulation- Emphasis on the difference between phonological and

articulation disorders- Description of several treatment approaches and which disorder to use them

for- Good appendices, especially the word lists and passages for screening/assessment-

Discussion of when to treat and when not to treat, as well as prognostic indicators- Presentation of

multiple perspectives on issues (although it's a headache for test-writing)Weaknesses:- Descriptions

of phonological processes are unclear, and the examples sometimes don't fit- Information from

different chapters is sometimes contradictory (making the test-writing headache worse)- Terrible



formatting and visual accessibility of the information- Terrible, AWFUL index- Incomplete

glossary--definitions found in the chapters are not always included in the glossary- Poor goal-writing

advice- Some information is dated (example: it discusses the original Goldman-Fristoe, which was

revised several years ago)I would recommend this text with reservations.

The material in the book is fine, works for the class and studies. But for getting a used one was not

so great:My wife is getting her masters and this was required for a class. By the time she found out

what book was needed only used were available. But unfortunately the previous user had

highlighted and filled in the answers for quizes. But she was stuck with the book because class had

started.Not sure what the solution is nor how to understand seller ratings. I guess try to order early if

you can so you have time to return/exchange it or try to buy new.

I'm a grad Speech & Language Pathology student. I purchased this book for the Articulation

Disorders course I am currently enrolled in. I must say, This book is awesome. It comes with a

resource manual which is the best thing ever. It provides you resources for all kinds of forms and

letters you might need as an SLP. Provides you templates for letter to parents as you would explain

things to parents in easy and understandable layman's terms. It provides generic forms for

conducting an orofacial exam, and many other scoring/baserating forms, sitmulitbility word lists etc.

Awesome resource to get your hands on. It also includes a CD so you have electronic version of all

those templates and forms as well. In addition, this book has a basic section and an advance

section. We'll be using this same book for our first Articulation disorders course only covering the

Basic section and in Advance Articulation disorders we'll cover the advance sections so it saves

money that way too as the book will last for two semesters. Really a great buy and once you buy it,

definitely something you want to hold on to for future reference.

The text is very comprehensive providing an excellent overview of articulation and phonological

disorders in children.One thing I feel would be beneficial is vowel and consonant diagrams. Overall

it provides valuable information.

This is a great company to get your textbooks from! They come in great condition and are exactly

what you are expecting. They have great customer services. When I accidentally ordered the wrong

book the were so helpful through emails that I did not even need to phone them. They were nice

and polite and very willing to help. I plan to get the rest of my books here for graduate school and



will recommend them to all students that I know!

As a grad student, I have to buy a lot of textbooks, and more than half of them are sold back at the

end of the term. Not this one! The author provides great detail and comparison of research findings

for things like the timeline of phoneme acquisition. The writing is clear and concise, and the sections

are well-titled. I wish I had bought the workbook! I probably will-cha-ching! but this one is worth it.

I had to buy this book for grad school and have thoroughly enjoyed it. It has been very informative

and easy to read. I will be referring to this book for help in my practice!

This book is a very helpful resource for my class. It gives alot of useful information. It uses some

terms that we don't really use (but it's only a few).
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